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Abstract

For actual decision making problems, decision makers sometimes may have difficulty to provide all the
preference information over alternatives through pairwise comparisons. In this paper, we focus on es-
timating missing elements for an incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation. First, the
additive consistency of an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation is defined. Based on the defined
additive consistency, we define acceptable incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation and
propose two new algorithms, including an iterative algorithm and an optimization-based algorithm to esti-
mate the missing elements for an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation. Finally, some numerical
examples are presented to illustrate the applicability of the two algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Preference relation is a useful tool for decision mak-

ers to express their preferences on alternatives or cri-

teria by pairwise comparisons. In the last decades,

different types of preference relations have been de-

veloped 34, such as multiplicative preference rela-

tion 12,20, fuzzy preference relation 21,28, linguistic

preference relation 9,13,23,27, uncertain preference re-

lation 17,29,31 and intuitionistic preference relation
33,35.

For actual decision making problems, decision

makers usually provide incomplete preference rela-

tions. This may be due to time pressure, lack of

knowledge, and their limited expertise related with

problem domain 8,13,32. It may be also because the

number of alternatives is too large, or when deci-

sion makers want to skip some direct critical com-

parisons between alternatives 10. Up to now, de-

cision making with incomplete preference relations

has received more and more attention. One way to

deal with incomplete preference relations is to esti-

mate the missing elements based on the consistency

of preference relations, and some authors have pro-

posed different methods to estimate the missing ele-

ments and applied them into group decision making

with incomplete preference relations 1,2,3,4,8,30. For

instance, Xu 30 investigated group decision making

with incomplete linguistic preference relations and

presented an approach to estimating the missing el-

ements. Based on the additive consistency of fuzzy

preference relations, Herrera-Viedma et al. 15 and

Fedrizzi et al. 10 proposed two methods to estimate

the missing elements for a fuzzy preference relation.
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In a later work, Chiclana et al. 6 analyzed the t-

wo methods and pointed out that the two methods

are very similar and can be considered complemen-

tary rather than competitors. Chiclana et al. 7,8 de-

fined the U-consistency measure for a fuzzy pref-

erence relation and proposed a U-consistency based

method to estimate the missing elements for an in-

complete fuzzy preference relation. Alonso et al.
2 presented a procedure to estimate missing pref-

erence values when dealing with pairwise compar-

ison and heterogeneous information, which can be

applied to incomplete fuzzy, multiplicative, interval-

valued, and linguistic preference relations. Alon-

so et al. 1 proposed a consistency-based procedure

to estimate missing preference values when dealing

with incomplete fuzzy linguistic preference relation-

s assessed using a 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic approach.

Alonso et al. 3 presented an implemented web based

consensus support system that is able to help the

moderator in a consensus process where experts are

allowed to provide preferences using multiple type-

s (fuzzy, linguistic and multi-granular linguistic) of

incomplete preference relations. In order to manage

the consensus in group decision making under an

unbalanced fuzzy linguistic context with incomplete

information, Cabrerizo et al. 4 presented a consen-

sus model, part of which is an iterative procedure us-

ing consistency measures to estimate the incomplete

information. Xia et al. 25 defined the multiplicative

consistency for a linguistic preference relation and

proposed a method to estimate the missing elements

for an incomplete linguistic preference relation.

However, most of the previous work focuses on

dealing with incomplete accurate preference rela-

tions. When uncertain preference relations (includ-

ing uncertain multiplicative preference relation, un-

certain fuzzy preference relation and uncertain lin-

guistic preference relation) are provided, these ap-

proaches may not work. In recent years, some work

has been conducted to deal with incomplete uncer-

tain preference relations. For instance, Genç et al.11

investigated the issue of consistency, missing values,

and derivation of the priority of interval fuzzy pref-

erence relations, gave a method to check whether

an interval fuzzy preference relation is consistent or

not, and developed two approaches to estimate the

missing elements. Xia and Xu 24 defined the perfec-

t multiplicative consistency of interval fuzzy prefer-

ence relations, based on which they developed an al-

gorithm to estimate missing elements for incomplete

interval fuzzy preference relations. Liu 16 addressed

the consistency of interval multiplicative preference

relations, based on which Liu et al. 18 developed

a goal programming model to complement incom-

plete preference relations. Zhang et al. 35 defined 2-

tuple intuitionistic fuzzy linguistic preference rela-

tion and proposed an algorithm to estimate the miss-

ing elements for an incomplete preference relation.

As surveyed above, some work has been con-

ducted to estimate the missing elements for incom-

plete uncertain preference relations. However, in the

real world decision makers may express their pref-

erence information using uncertain linguistic vari-

ables and construct uncertain linguistic preference

relations due to their vague knowledge about the de-

gree of preference of one alternative over another 31.

Therefore, preference relations with uncertain lin-

guistic variables have received more and more at-

tentions in recent years. For instance, Xu 31 intro-

duced some uncertain linguistic aggregation opera-

tors and developed a direct approach to group deci-

sion making with uncertain additive linguistic pref-

erence relations without loss of information. Chen

and Lee 5 presented a new method for dealing with

fuzzy group decision making problems with uncer-

tain linguistic preference relations by defining the

uncertain linguistic labels ordered weighted average

operator. Tapia Garcı́a et al. 22 presented a con-

sensus model for group decision making problems

in which the experts use linguistic uncertain prefer-

ence relations based on two consensus criteria and

the concept of coincidence among preferences. Xu

and Wu 26 developed an approach to solve consen-

sus problems when experts’ preference information

is given by uncertain linguistic preference relations.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is lit-

tle research focusing on the consistency problem of

uncertain linguistic preference relations, which is an

important issue for decision making with preference

relations. Moreover, there may be situations that the

elements of an uncertain linguistic preference rela-

tion are missing due to the aforementioned reason-
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s. Thus an interesting problem may be how to esti-

mate the missing elements for an uncertain linguis-

tic preference relation. In this paper, we will focus

on dealing with the aforementioned problems. The

main contributions of this paper are twofold. First,

we present some theories about the additive consis-

tency of uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference rela-

tions. Afterwards, based on the theories we define

the acceptable incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguis-

tic preference relation and develop two algorithms

to estimate the missing elements. One is an iterative

algorithm, and the other is an optimization model-

based algorithm which can maximize the consisten-

cy of the uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference re-

lation. By using the two algorithms, the missing el-

ements of an incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic

preference relation can be estimated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In

the next section, we review some related work of the

2-tuple linguistic representation model and the un-

certain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation. After

that, we define the additive consistency of the un-

certain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation in sec-

tion 3. In section 4, we propose two estimation al-

gorithms for incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic

preference relations. Afterwards, some numerical

examples are presented to illustrate the proposed al-

gorithms in section 5. Finally, some discussions and

conclusions are provided in section 6.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we review some related work of

the uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation.

First, we give a brief description of the 2-tuple lin-

guistic representation model introduced by Herrera

and Martı́nez 14.

2.1. 2-tuple linguistic representation model

Let S = {s0,s1, . . . ,sg} denote a linguistic term set

with odd cardinality, the element si of which rep-

resents the ith linguistic term in S, and g+ 1 is the

cardinality of the linguistic term set S. The linguistic

term set should satisfy the following characteristics
13,14:

(1) The set is ordered: si > s j, if i > j;

(2) There is a negation operator: Neg(si) = s j,

such that j = g− i;

(3) Maximization operator: max(si,s j) = si, if

si � s j;

(4) Minimization operator: min(si,s j) = si, if

si � s j.

In order to compute with words without loss of

information, Herrera and Martı́nez 14 proposed the

2-tuple linguistic representation model based on the

concept of symbolic translation. The model uses

a 2-tuple (sk,α) to represent linguistic information,

where sk is a linguistic term which belongs to the

predefined linguistic term set, α denotes the sym-

bolic translation, and α ∈ [−0.5,0.5). Specifical-

ly, the 2-tuple linguistic representation model can be

defined as follows.

Definition 1. 14 Let S = {s0,s1, . . . ,sg} be a linguis-

tic term set and β ∈ [0,g] be a value representing the

result of a symbolic aggregation operation, then the

2-tuple that expresses the equivalent information to

β is obtained with the following function:

Δ : [0,g]→ S× [−0.5,0.5)

Δ(β ) = (sk,α),
(1)

with k = round(β ), α = β − k, where “round(·)” is

the usual round operation, sk has the closest index

label to β , and α is the value of symbolic transla-

tion.

Definition 2. 14 Let S = {s0,s1, . . . ,sg} be a linguis-

tic term set and (sk,α) be a 2-tuple, there exists a

function Δ−1, which can transform a 2-tuple into its

equivalent numerical value β ∈ [0,g]. The transfor-

mation function can be defined as

Δ−1 : S× [−0.5,0.5)→ [0,g]

Δ−1(sk,α) = k+α = β .
(2)

Based on the above definitions, a linguistic term

can be considered as a 2-tuple linguistic by adding

a value 0 to it as symbolic translation, i.e. sk ∈ S ⇒
(sk,0). In what follows, we will use the 2-tuple lin-

guistic representation instead of linguistic terms.
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2.2. Uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference
relation

Definition 3. 1 Let S = {s0,s1, . . . ,sg} be a lin-

guistic term set with odd cardinality, then a ma-

trix P = (pik)n×n is called a 2-tuple linguistic pref-

erence relation if Δ−1(pik) + Δ−1(pki) = g, pii =
(sg/2,0), where pik indicates the linguistic prefer-

ence degree of the alternative xi over xk, and pik ∈
S× [−0.5,0.5), i,k ∈ N = {1,2, . . . ,n}.

Definition 4. 1 A 2-tuple linguistic preference rela-

tion P = (pik)n×n is called additive consistent if the

following additive transitivity is satisfied:

pik = Δ
(
Δ−1(pi j)+Δ−1(p jk)−g/2

)
, i, j,k ∈ N. (3)

Lemma 1. Let S be a linguistic term set and P =
(pik)n×n be a 2-tuple linguistic preference relation,
where pik ∈ S× [−0.5,0.5), i,k ∈ N. Then the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent:

(i) pik = Δ
(
Δ−1(pi j)+Δ−1(p jk)−g/2

)
, i, j,k ∈ N;

(ii) pik = Δ
(
Δ−1(pi j)+Δ−1(p jk)−g/2

)
, i, j,k ∈ N and i < j < k.

The proof of Lemma 1 is provided in Appendix

A.

Based on the definitions of uncertain additive lin-

guistic preference relation 31 and 2-tuple linguistic

preference relation 1, we give the definition of the

uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation.

Definition 5. Let S = {s0,s1, . . . ,sg} be a lin-

guistic term set with odd cardinality, then a ma-

trix L = (lik)n×n is called an uncertain 2-tuple lin-

guistic preference relation if lik = [l−ik , l
+
ik ], l+ik � l−ik ,

Δ−1(l−ik )+Δ−1(l+ki ) = Δ−1(l+ik )+Δ−1(l−ki ) = g, l+ii =
l−ii = (sg/2,0), where lik indicates the interval-valued

linguistic preference degree of the alternative xi over

xk, and l−ik , l+ik ∈ S× [−0.5,0.5), i,k ∈ N.

3. Additive consistency of uncertain 2-tuple
linguistic preference relation

In this section, we investigate the additive consis-

tency of uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference re-

lations. Motivated by the idea of Ref. 17, we de-

compose an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference

relation L into two 2-tuple linguistic preference re-

lations as follows.

Let Q = (qik)n×n and T = (tik)n×n be two 2-tuple

linguistic preference relations with

qik =

⎧⎨
⎩

l+ik , i < k

(sg/2,0), i = k

l−ik , i > k
, tik =

⎧⎨
⎩

l−ik , i < k

(sg/2,0), i = k

l+ik , i > k
. (4)

It is obvious that Q and T are two reciprocal 2-

tuple linguistic preference relations constructed by

the boundary values of L. Let C(α) = (cik(α))n×n
with cik(α) =Δ

(
αΔ−1(qik)+(1−α)Δ−1(tik)

)
, α ∈

[0,1], i,k ∈ N, then we can easily have the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. Let L be an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic
preference relation, then we have

(1) C(1) = Q, C(0) = T ;

(2) cik(α) ∈ [l−ik , l
+
ik ], ∀α ∈ [0,1], i,k ∈ N;

(3) C(α) is a reciprocal 2-tuple linguistic pref-
erence relation, ∀α ∈ [0,1].

The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix

A.

According to Theorem 1, we can find that an un-

certain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation L can be

considered as a collection of several 2-tuple linguis-

tic preference relations constructed by its decom-

posed 2-tuple linguistic preference relations Q and

T . Thus it is intuitive that if all the C(α), α ∈ [0,1]
are additive consistent, then the uncertain 2-tuple

linguistic preference relation L is additive consisten-

t. The following theorem can guarantee the additive

consistency of C(α), α ∈ [0,1].

Theorem 2. For an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic pref-
erence relation L, if its decomposed 2-tuple linguis-
tic preference relation Q and T are additive consis-
tent, i.e. the following conditions are fulfilled:

qik = Δ
(
Δ−1(qi j)+Δ−1(q jk)−g/2

)
, i, j,k ∈ N; (5)

tik = Δ
(
Δ−1(ti j)+Δ−1(t jk)−g/2

)
, i, j,k ∈ N, (6)

then all the induced 2-tuple linguistic preference re-
lations C(α), (α ∈ [0,1]) are additive consistent.
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The proof of Theorem 2 is provided in Appendix

A.

Based on the above analysis, we can define the

additive consistency of the uncertain 2-tuple linguis-

tic preference relation.

Definition 6. For an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic

preference relation L, if its decomposed 2-tuple lin-

guistic preference relations Q and T satisfy Eqs. (5)

and (6), then L is additive consistent.

By Lemma 1, we can easily obtain an equivalent

definition of Definition 6.

Definition 7. For an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic

preference relation L, if its decomposed 2-tuple lin-

guistic preference relations Q and T satisfy

qik = Δ
(
Δ−1(qi j)+Δ−1(q jk)−g/2

)
, (7)

tik = Δ
(
Δ−1(ti j)+Δ−1(t jk)−g/2

)
, (8)

for all i, j,k ∈ N and i < j < k, then L is additive

consistent.

4. Algorithms to estimate the missing elements
of incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic
preference relations

For actual decision making problems, a difficulty

that has to be addressed is the lack of information
15,19,36. This may be due to an expert not possess-

ing a precise or sufficient level of knowledge for the

problem to be solved, or because the expert is un-

able to discriminate the degree to which some alter-

natives are better than others. In this case incom-

plete preference relations may be provided by ex-

perts. In this section, we focus on developing some

algorithms to estimate the missing elements for an

incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference

relation. To deal with these problems, we will first

define the acceptable incomplete uncertain 2-tuple

linguistic preference relation.

In this section, we still use the notations as de-

fined in section 3. Let L = (lik)n×n =
(
[l−ik , l

+
ik ]
)

n×n
be an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference rela-

tion, Q = (qik)n×n and T = (tik)n×n be its decom-

posed 2-tuple linguistic preference relations derived

by Eq. (4).

Definition 8. An uncertain 2-tuple linguistic prefer-

ence relation L on a set of alternatives X is called an

incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference

relation if some elements of the preference relation

are partially provided or completely not provided.

According to the theorem given by Ref. 32, if an

incomplete linguistic preference relation is accept-

able, then there exists at least one known element

(except diagonal elements) in each line or each col-

umn for the preference relation, i.e. at least n− 1

judgments for the alternatives should be provided.

Based on this idea, if we want to estimate the miss-

ing elements for an incomplete linguistic preference

relation, the preference relation should be accept-

able. As a result, we define the acceptable incom-

plete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation

as follows.

Definition 9. An incomplete uncertain 2-tuple lin-

guistic preference relations L is called acceptable

if its decomposed 2-tuple linguistic preference re-

lations Q and T are acceptable, i.e. there exists at

least one known element (except diagonal elements)

in each line or each column for both Q and T .

For an incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic

preference relation L, we must check whether it is

acceptable or not before estimating the missing el-

ements. If it is acceptable, then we can go on esti-

mating the missing elements, otherwise we need to

return the preference relation to the decision maker

for adjustment until it is acceptable.

If we denote the missing elements of an incom-

plete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation

L by ϕ , then the elements of L can be denoted as

lik =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

[l−ik , l
+
ik ] if lik is completely known

[l−ik ,ϕ] if only l−ik is known

[ϕ, l+ik ] if only l+ik is known

[ϕ,ϕ] if lik is completely unknown

i,k ∈ N. (9)

For the convenience of description, we first give

some notations to be used in the following section.

Let ΩQ and ΩQ be the set of known elements and

unknown elements of Q, respectively. Similarly, let

ΩT and ΩT be the set of known elements and un-

known elements of T , respectively. In addition, Let

IKQ = {(i,k)|qik ∈ ΩQ} and IKT = {(i,k)|tik ∈ ΩT}
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denote the label indices of the unknown elements of

Q and T , respectively, and Jik
Q = { j|qi j ∈ ΩQ, q jk ∈

ΩQ, qik ∈ ΩQ}, Jik
T = { j|ti j ∈ ΩT , t jk ∈ ΩT , tik ∈

ΩT}.

Based on the additive consistency of the uncer-

tain 2-tuple linguistic preference relation, missing

elements qik ∈ ΩQ and tik ∈ ΩT can be estimated by

cq j
ik = Δ

(
Δ−1(qi j)+Δ−1(q jk)−g/2

)
, (10)

(i,k) ∈ IKQ, j ∈ Jik
Q ;

ct j
ik = Δ

(
Δ−1(ti j)+Δ−1(t jk)−g/2

)
, (11)

(i,k) ∈ IKT , j ∈ Jik
T ,

where cq j
ik is the estimated missing value of qik by

qi j and q jk, ct j
ik is the estimated missing value of tik

by ti j and t jk.

Then the final missing values of qik ∈ ΩQ and

tik ∈ ΩT can be calculated by

cqik = Δ

⎛
⎝ 1

#Jik
Q

∑
j∈Jik

Q

Δ−1(cq j
ik)

⎞
⎠ , (i,k) ∈ IKQ; (12)

ctik = Δ

⎛
⎝ 1

#Jik
T

∑
j∈Jik

T

Δ−1(ct j
ik)

⎞
⎠ , (i,k) ∈ IKT , (13)

where #Jik
Q and #Jik

T denote the cardinality of Jik
Q and

Jik
T , respectively.

Based on the above analysis, we present an it-

erative algorithm to estimate the missing elements

for an incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic pref-

erence relation.

Algorithm I
Input: an incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic
preference relation L
Output: a complete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic pref-
erence relation L

Step 1: Decompose L into two uncertain 2-tuple lin-
guistic preference relations Q and T by Eq.
(4) and check the acceptability of L based
on Definition 9. If L is acceptable, go to
Step 2; otherwise, return it to the decision
maker for adjustment until it is acceptable.

Step 2: Identify and calculate the missing elements
of Q and T .

Step 2.1 Identify the known elements and miss-
ing elements of Q and denote the set-
s of the known elements and missing
elements of Q as ΩQ and ΩQ, respec-
tively. If ΩQ = φ , go to Step 2.4, oth-
erwise go to Step 2.2.

Step 2.2 Let IKQ = {(i,k)|qik ∈ ΩQ}, Jik
Q =

{ j|qi j ∈ΩQ, q jk ∈ΩQ, qik ∈ΩQ}. For
each (i,k) ∈ IKQ and Jik

Q �= φ , calcu-
late the value of qik by Eqs. (10) and
(12).

Step 2.3 Add all the estimated qik to ΩQ and re-
move all the estimated qik from ΩQ. If
ΩQ = φ , go to Step 2.4, otherwise, go
to Step 2.2.

Step 2.4 Identify the known elements and miss-
ing elements of T and denote the sets
of the known elements and missing el-
ements of T as ΩT and ΩT , respective-
ly. If ΩT = φ , go to Step 3, otherwise
go to Step 2.5.

Step 2.5 Let IKT = {(i,k)|tik ∈ ΩT}, Jik
T =

{ j|ti j ∈ ΩT , t jk ∈ ΩT , tik ∈ ΩT}. For
each (i,k) ∈ IKT and Jik

T �= φ , calcu-
late the value of tik by Eqs. (11) and
(13).

Step 2.6 Add all the estimated tik to ΩT and re-
move all the estimated tik from ΩT . If
ΩT = φ , go to Step 3, otherwise, go to
Step 2.5.

Step 3: Construct a complete uncertain 2-tuple lin-
guistic preference relation L by Eq. (4).

For an incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic

preference relation, we can estimate the missing el-

ements by Algorithm I. However, by Algorithm I,

we may obtain qik < tik, for i < k or qik > tik, for

i > k, i.e., Δ−1(l−ik ) > Δ−1(l+ik ), which is unreason-

able. In this case, we can adjust the estimated values

manually to ensure Δ−1(l−ik ) � Δ−1(l+ik ). However,

the adjustment sometimes may be complicated. In
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order to address this problem, we propose another

approach in the following section.

As aforementioned, if an uncertain 2-tuple lin-

guistic preference relation is completely consistent,

Eqs. (7) and (8) should satisfy. However, in most

cases the judgments of decision makers are not com-

pletely consistent and Eqs. (7) and (8) will not hold,

i.e. there exists some deviation which can be calcu-

lated as

εik j =
∣∣Δ−1(qik)−

(
Δ−1(qi j)+Δ−1(q jk)−g/2

)∣∣ ,
i, j,k ∈ N and i < j < k;

(14)

ηik j =
∣∣Δ−1(tik)−

(
Δ−1(ti j)+Δ−1(t jk)−g/2

)∣∣ ,
i, j,k ∈ N and i < j < k,

(15)

The smaller the deviation εik j and ηik j are, the

more consistent the judgment will be. Thus we can

establish an optimization model to obtain the miss-

ing values as

min εik j =
∣∣Δ−1(qik)−

(
Δ−1(qi j)+Δ−1(q jk)−g/2

)∣∣ ,
i, j,k ∈ N, i < j < k;

ηik j =
∣∣Δ−1(tik)−

(
Δ−1(ti j)+Δ−1(t jk)−g/2

)∣∣ ,
i, j,k ∈ N, i < j < k;

s.t. Δ−1(qik)� Δ−1(tik), (i,k) ∈ IKQ ∪ IKT , i < k;

Δ−1(qik) ∈ [0,g], (i,k) ∈ IKQ, i < k;

Δ−1(tik) ∈ [0,g], (i,k) ∈ IKT , i < k.
(M-1)

Note 1: In the model (M-1), Δ−1(qik), (i,k) ∈
IKQ, i < k and Δ−1(tik), (i,k) ∈ IKT , i < k are deci-

sion variables.

By goal programming, we can transform the

model (M-1) into

min z = ∑
i, j,k∈N
i< j<k

(ε−
ik j + ε+

ik j)+ ∑
i, j,k∈N
i< j<k

(η−
ik j +η+

ik j)

s.t. Δ−1(qik)−
(
Δ−1(qi j)+Δ−1(q jk)−g/2

)
+ ε−

ik j − ε+
ik j = 0, i, j,k ∈ N, i < j < k;

Δ−1(tik)−
(
Δ−1(ti j)+Δ−1(t jk)−g/2

)
+η−

ik j −η+
ik j = 0, i, j,k ∈ N, i < j < k;

Δ−1(qik)� Δ−1(tik), (i,k) ∈ IKQ ∪ IKT , i < k;

Δ−1(qik) ∈ [0,g], (i,k) ∈ IKQ, i < k;

Δ−1(tik) ∈ [0,g], (i,k) ∈ IKT , i < k;

ε−
ik j,ε

+
ik j,η

−
ik j,η

+
ik j � 0, i, j,k ∈ N, i < j < k.

(M-2)

Note 2: In the model (M-2), Δ−1(qik), (i,k) ∈
IKQ and Δ−1(tik) (i,k) ∈ IKT are decision variables,

ε−
ik j,ε

+
ik j,η

−
ik j and η+

ik j are corresponding deviation

variables.

By solving the optimization model (M-2), we

can obtain the values of Δ−1(qik) and Δ−1(tik). Then

we can construct a complete uncertain 2-tuple lin-

guistic preference relation by Eqs. (1) and (4). Note

that the solution of the optimization model (M-2)

may not be unique. In this case, we can select one

complete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference re-

lation according to the decision maker’s preference.

To summarize, we present Algorithm II.

Algorithm II
Input: an incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic
preference relation L
Output: a complete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic pref-
erence relation L

Step 1: See Step 1 of Algorithm I.
Step 2: Identify the sets of missing elements and

known elements for Q and T .
Step 3: Calculate the values of the missing elements

by the model (M-2).
Step 4: Construct a complete uncertain 2-tuple lin-

guistic preference relation L by Eqs. (1) and
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(4).

5. Illustrative examples

In this section, we present some numerical examples

to illustrate the two algorithms.

Example 1. Let the linguistic term set be S = {s0 :

very poor,s1 : poor,s2 : slightly poor,s3 : fair,s4 :

slightly good,s5 : good,s6 : very good} and consider

the following incomplete uncertain linguistic prefer-

ence relation:

L =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

[s3,s3] [ϕ,ϕ] [s2,ϕ] [ϕ,ϕ]
[ϕ,ϕ] [s3,s3] [ϕ,ϕ] [s1,s2]
[ϕ,s4] [ϕ,ϕ] [s3,s3] [s3,s3]
[ϕ,ϕ] [s4,s5] [s3,s3] [s3,s3]

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

In what follows, we use Algorithm I to estimate

the missing elements.

Step 1: Check the acceptability of L. First, we

transform L into an uncertain 2-tuple linguistic pref-

erence relation and decompose it as

Q =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

(s3,0) ϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ (s3,0) ϕ (s2,0)
ϕ ϕ (s3,0) (s3,0)
ϕ (s4,0) (s3,0) (s3,0)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

T =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

(s3,0) ϕ (s2,0) ϕ
ϕ (s3,0) ϕ (s1,0)

(s4,0) ϕ (s3,0) (s3,0)
ϕ (s5,0) (s3,0) (s3,0)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

We can find that Q is unacceptable, so we return

L to the expert for adjustment and a new preference

relation is obtained as

L =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

[s3,s3] [ϕ,s4] [s2,ϕ] [ϕ,ϕ]
[s2,ϕ] [s3,s3] [ϕ,ϕ] [s1,s2]
[ϕ,s4] [ϕ,ϕ] [s3,s3] [s3,s3]
[ϕ,ϕ] [s4,s5] [s3,s3] [s3,s3]

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

Then we have

Q =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

(s3,0) (s4,0) ϕ ϕ
(s2,0) (s3,0) ϕ (s2,0)

ϕ ϕ (s3,0) (s3,0)
ϕ (s4,0) (s3,0) (s3,0)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

T =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

(s3,0) ϕ (s2,0) ϕ
ϕ (s3,0) ϕ (s1,0)

(s4,0) ϕ (s3,0) (s3,0)
ϕ (s5,0) (s3,0) (s3,0)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

By Definition 9, L is acceptable.

Step 2: (a) Identify the sets of known

elements and missing elements of Q. By

Step 2.2 of Algorithm I, we have IKQ =
{(1,3)(1,4)(2,3)(3,1)(3,2)(4,1)}, J14

Q = J41
Q =

{2}, J23
Q = J32

Q = {4}, J13
Q = J31

Q = φ . By Eqs. (10)

and (12), we have

cq14 = cq2
14 =Δ

(
Δ−1(q12)+Δ−1(q24)−g/2)

)
=(s3,0),

cq41 = Neg(cq14) = (s3,0);

cq23 = cq4
23 =Δ

(
Δ−1(q24)+Δ−1(q43)−g/2)

)
=(s2,0),

cq32 = Neg(cq23) = (s4,0).

After that, we update IKQ as IKQ = {(1,3)(3,1)}
and J13

Q = {2,4}. Thus we can obtain

cq2
13 = Δ

(
Δ−1(q12)+Δ−1(q23)−g/2)

)
= (s3,0),

cq4
13 = Δ

(
Δ−1(q14)+Δ−1(q43)−g/2)

)
= (s3,0),

cq13 = Δ(
1

2
(Δ−1(cq2

13)+Δ−1(cq4
13))) = (s3,0),

cq31 = Neg(cq13) = (s3,0).

(b) Identify the sets of known elements and miss-

ing elements of T . By Step 2.5 of Algorithm I,

we have IKT = {(1,2)(1,4)(2,1)(2,3)(3,2)(4,1)},

J14
T = J41

T = {3}, J23
T = J32

T = {4}, J12
T = J21

T = φ .

By Eqs. (11) and (13), we have

ct14 = ct3
14 =Δ

(
Δ−1(t13)+Δ−1(t34)−g/2)

)
=(s2,0),

ct41 = Neg(ct14) = (s4,0);

ct23 = ct4
23 =Δ

(
Δ−1(t24)+Δ−1(t43)−g/2)

)
=(s1,0),

ct32 = Neg(ct23) = (s5,0);

Then we update IKT as IKT = {(1,2)(2,1)} and

J12
Q = J21

Q = {3,4}. Thus we can obtain

ct3
12 = Δ

(
Δ−1(t13)+Δ−1(t32)−g/2)

)
= (s4,0),

ct4
12 = Δ

(
Δ−1(t14)+Δ−1(t42)−g/2)

)
= (s4,0),

ct12 = Δ(
1

2
(Δ−1(ct3

12)+Δ−1(ct4
12))) = (s4,0),

ct21 = Neg(ct12) = (s2,0).

In this case, all the missing elements are estimat-

ed. Thus we can obtain a complete uncertain 2-tuple

linguistic preference relation as
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L =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

[(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s2,0),(s3,0)] [(s2,0),(s3,0)]
[(s2,0),(s2,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s1,0),(s2,0)] [(s1,0),(s2,0)]
[(s3,0),(s4,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)]
[(s3,0),(s4,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)]

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

If we adopt Algorithm II, we can establish the following optimization model:

min z = ε−132 + ε+132 + ε−142 + ε+142 + ε−143 + ε+143 + ε−243 + ε+243 +η−
132 +η+

132

+η−
142 +η+

142 +η−
143 +η+

143 +η−
243 +η+

243

s.t. Δ−1(q13)−
(
4+Δ−1(q23)−3

)
+ ε−132 − ε+132 = 0;Δ−1(q14)− (4+2−3)+ ε−142 − ε+142 = 0;

Δ−1(q14)−
(
Δ−1(q13)+3−3

)
+ ε−143 − ε+143 = 0;2− (

Δ−1(q23)+3−3
)
+ ε−243 − ε+243 = 0;

2− (
Δ−1(t12)+Δ−1(t23)−3

)
+η−

132 −η+
132 = 0;Δ−1(t14)−

(
Δ−1(t12)+1−3

)
+η−

142 −η+
142 = 0;

Δ−1(t14)− (2+3−3)+η−
143 −η+

143 = 0;1− (Δ−1(t23)+3−3)+η−
243 −η+

243 = 0;

Δ−1(q14)� Δ−1(t14), Δ−1(q23)� Δ−1(t23);

Δ−1(q13) ∈ [2,6], Δ−1(t12) ∈ [0,4];

Δ−1(q14),Δ−1(q23),Δ−1(t14),Δ−1(t23) ∈ [0,6];

ε−132,ε
+
132,ε

−
143,ε

+
143,ε

−
243,ε

+
243,η

−
132,η

+
132,η

−
143,η

+
143,η

−
243,η

+
243 � 0.

(M-3)

By solving the model (M-3), we can ob-

tain Δ−1(q13) = 3, Δ−1(q23) = 2, Δ−1(q14) = 3,

Δ−1(t12) = 4, Δ−1(t23) = 1, Δ−1(t14) = 2. Thus we

can construct the complete uncertain 2-tuple linguis-

tic preference relation as

L =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

[(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s2,0),(s3,0)] [(s2,0),(s3,0)]
[(s2,0),(s2,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s1,0),(s2,0)] [(s1,0),(s2,0)]
[(s3,0),(s4,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)]
[(s3,0),(s4,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)]

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

which is the same as the result obtained by Algorith-

m I.

Example 2. Let the linguistic term set be S =
{s0 : extremely poor,s1 : very poor,s2 : poor,s3 :

slightly poor,s4 : fair,s5 : slightly good,s6 : good,s7 :

very good,s8 : extremely good} and consider anoth-

er uncertain linguistic preference relation

L1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

[s4,s4] [s2,s5] [s5,s5] [ϕ,s3] [ϕ,s4]
[s3,s6] [s4,s4] [s5,s7] [ϕ,ϕ] [ϕ,s4]
[s3,s3] [s1,s3] [s4,s4] [s3,s4] [ϕ,ϕ]
[s5,ϕ] [ϕ,ϕ] [s4,s5] [s4,s4] [s3,s4]
[s4,ϕ] [s4,ϕ] [ϕ,ϕ] [s4,s5] [s4,s4]

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

If we adopt Algorithm I, we can obtain the de-

composed 2-tuple linguistic preference relations of

L1 as

Q =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(s4,0) (s5,0) (s5,0) (s3,0) (s4,0)
(s3,0) (s4,0) (s7,0) ϕ (s4,0)
(s3,0) (s1,0) (s4,0) (s4,0) ϕ
(s5,0) ϕ (s4,0) (s4,0) (s4,0)
(s4,0) (s4,0) ϕ (s4,0) (s4,0)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

T =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

(s4,0) (s2,0) (s5,0) ϕ ϕ
(s6,0) (s4,0) (s5,0) ϕ ϕ
(s3,0) (s3,0) (s4,0) (s3,0) ϕ

ϕ ϕ (s5,0) (s4,0) (s3,0)
ϕ ϕ ϕ (s5,0) (s4,0)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

Then we can find both Q and T are acceptable.

For T , if we estimate t14, we can obtain ct14 = ct3
14 =

Δ
(
Δ−1(t13)+Δ−1(t34)−g/2)

)
= (s4,0).
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In this case, we have t14 > q14, which contradicts

with Eq. (4). To deal with this problem we need the

decision maker to adjust the value of t14 manually.

If the decision maker doesn’t want to participate in

the process, Algorithm I will not work. So Algorith-

m I is not very robust sometimes. In what follows

we utilize Algorithm II to estimate the missing ele-

ments for L1. For L1, we can establish the following

optimization model:

min z = ε−142 + ε+142 + ε−153 + ε+153 + ε−243 + ε+243 + ε−253 + ε+253 + ε−254 + ε+254 + ε−354 + ε+354 +η−
142

+η+
142 +η−

152 +η+
152 +η−

143 +η+
143 +η−

153 +η+
153 +η−

154 +η+
154 +η−

243 +η+
243 +η−

253

+η+
253 +η−

254 +η+
254 +η−

354 +η+
354

s.t. 3− (
5+Δ−1(q24)−4

)
+ ε−142 − ε+142 = 0, 4− (

5+Δ−1(q35)−4
)
+ ε−153 − ε+153 = 0;

Δ−1(q24)− (7+4−4)+ ε−243 − ε+243 = 0, 4− (
7+Δ−1(q35)−4

)
+ ε−253 − ε+253 = 0;

4− (
Δ−1(q24)+4−4

)
+ ε−254 − ε+254 = 0, Δ−1(q35)− (4+4−4)+ ε−354 − ε+354 = 0;

Δ−1(t14)−
(
2+Δ−1(t24)−4

)
+η−

142 −η+
142 = 0, Δ−1(t15)−

(
2+Δ−1(t25)−4

)
+η−

152 −η+
152 = 0;

Δ−1(t14)− (5+3−4)+η−
143 −η+

143 = 0, Δ−1(t15)−
(
5+Δ−1(t35)−4

)
+η−

153 −η+
153 = 0;

Δ−1(t15)−
(
Δ−1(t14)+3−4

)
+η−

154 −η+
154 = 0, Δ−1(t24)− (5+3−4)+η−

243 −η+
243 = 0;

Δ−1(t25)−
(
5+Δ−1(t35)−4

)
+η−

253 −η+
253 = 0, Δ−1(t25)−

(
Δ−1(t24)+3−4

)
+η−

254 −η+
254 = 0;

Δ−1(t35)− (3+3−4)+η−
354 −η+

354 = 0;

Δ−1(q24)� Δ−1(t24);Δ−1(q35)� Δ−1(t35);

Δ−1(q24) ∈ [0,8] ,Δ−1(q35) ∈ [0,8], Δ−1(t14) ∈ [0,3], Δ−1(t15) ∈ [0,4];

Δ−1(t24) ∈ [0,8]; Δ−1(t25) ∈ [0,4], Δ−1(t35) ∈ [0,8];

ε−142,ε
+
142,ε

−
153,ε

+
153ε−243,ε

+
243,ε

−
253,ε

+
253,ε

−
254,ε

+
254,ε

−
354,ε

+
354,η

−
142,η

+
142,η

−
152,η

+
152,η

−
143,η

+
143,

η−
153,η

+
153,η

−
154,η

+
154,η

−
243,η

+
243,η

−
253,η

+
253,η

−
254,η

+
254,η

−
354,η

+
354 � 0.

(M-4)

By solving the optimization model (M-4), we

can easily obtain Δ−1(q24) = 4, Δ−1(q35) = 3,

Δ−1(t14)= 2, Δ−1(t15)= 1, Δ−1(t24)= 4, Δ−1(t25)=
3, Δ−1(t35) = 2, or Δ−1(q24) = 4, Δ−1(q35) = 3,

Δ−1(t14)= 3, Δ−1(t15)= 2, Δ−1(t24)= 4, Δ−1(t25)=
3, Δ−1(t35) = 2.

Thus we can obtain a complete uncertain 2-tuple

linguistic preference relation as

L1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

[(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s2,0),(s5,0)] [(s5,0),(s5,0)] [(s2,0),(s3,0)] [(s1,0),(s4,0)]
[(s3,0),(s6,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s5,0),(s7,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s3,0),(s4,0)]
[(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s1,0),(s3,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s3,0),(s4,0)] [(s2,0),(s3,0)]
[(s5,0),(s6,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s3,0),(s4,0)]
[(s4,0),(s7,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s5,0),(s6,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)]

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

or

L1 =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

[(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s2,0),(s5,0)] [(s5,0),(s5,0)] [(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s2,0),(s4,0)]
[(s3,0),(s6,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s5,0),(s7,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s3,0),(s4,0)]
[(s3,0),(s3,0)] [(s1,0),(s3,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s3,0),(s4,0)] [(s2,0),(s3,0)]
[(s5,0),(s5,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)] [(s3,0),(s4,0)]
[(s4,0),(s6,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s5,0),(s6,0)] [(s4,0),(s5,0)] [(s4,0),(s4,0)]

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
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As aforementioned, we may obtain t14 = (s4,0)
when Algorithm I is implemented, which is unrea-

sonable. In this case, we can adjust the value of t14

as (s2,0) or (s3,0) manually and there will be also

multiple estimation results for the complete prefer-

ence relation. Thus the two preference relations ob-

tained by Algorithm II are reasonable.

6. Discussions and Conclusions

In this paper, we first define the additive consisten-

cy of the uncertain 2-tuple linguistic preference re-

lation. Based on the additive consistency, we pro-

pose two algorithms to estimate the missing ele-

ments for an incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguis-

tic preference relation. By comparing the two al-

gorithms with two numerical examples, we can find

they have the following characteristics.

Algorithm I is an iterative algorithm which may

result in unreasonable results, thus it sometimes

needs the interactions of decision makers. Howev-

er, Algorithm II is an optimization-based algorithm

which doesn’t need the interactions of decision mak-

ers. Thus it is an automatic algorithm. In the case

when it is urgent to obtain a solution of the prefer-

ence relation, or decision makers cannot or are un-

willing to participate in the estimation process, Al-

gorithm 2 will work well. Besides, the objective

function of the model (M-2) is in fact to maximize

the consistency of the preference relation, therefore

the obtained preference relations sometimes will be

with higher consistency than the iterative algorithm

sometimes. To summarize, we can find that Algo-

rithm II is more robust.

In terms of future work, we will focus on inves-

tigating new approaches to group decision making

with incomplete uncertain 2-tuple linguistic prefer-

ence relations. Besides, we also intend to develop

a decision support system to help decision makers

estimate the missing elements.
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Appendix A Proofs of the theorems

Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) is obvious. In what follows, we

will prove (ii) ⇒ (i). If two or three of the indices

i, j, k are equal, (i) will reduces to the reciprocity

condition of 2-tuple linguistic preference relation.

Therefore, we only need to consider the cases in

which the indices i, j, k take different values. The

following six cases are considered:

Case 1: i < j < k. In this case, (i) reduces to (ii),

and therefore (i) is true.

Case 2: i < k < j. In this case, we have pi j =
Δ
(
Δ−1(pik)+Δ−1(pk j)−g/2

)
, which is equivalent

to Δ−1(pi j) = Δ−1(pik)+Δ−1(pk j)−g/2. Using the

reciprocity property, we have Δ−1(pi j) =Δ−1(pik)+
g − Δ−1(p jk) − g/2, i.e., Δ−1(pik) = Δ−1(pi j) +
Δ−1(p jk)−g/2.

Case 3: j < i < k. We have p jk =
Δ
(
Δ−1(p ji)+Δ−1(pik)−g/2

)
, which is equivalen-

t to Δ−1(p jk) = Δ−1(p ji) + Δ−1(pik)− g/2. Us-

ing the reciprocity property, we have Δ−1(p jk) =
g − Δ−1(pi j) + Δ−1(pik) − g/2, i.e., Δ−1(pik) =
Δ−1(pi j)+Δ−1(p jk)−g/2.

Case 4: j < k < i. We have p ji =
Δ
(
Δ−1(p jk)+Δ−1(pki)−g/2

)
, which is equivalen-

t to Δ−1(p ji) = Δ−1(p jk) +Δ−1(pki)− g/2. Using

the reciprocity property, we have g − Δ−1(pi j) =
Δ−1(p jk) + g − Δ−1(pik) − g/2, i.e., Δ−1(pik) =
Δ−1(pi j)+Δ−1(p jk)−g/2.

Case 5: k < i < j. We have pk j =
Δ
(
Δ−1(pki)+Δ−1(pi j)−g/2

)
, which is equivalen-

t to Δ−1(pk j) = Δ−1(pki) +Δ−1(pi j)− g/2. Using

the reciprocity property, we have g − Δ−1(pk j) =
g − Δ−1(pik) + Δ−1(pi j) − g/2, i.e., Δ−1(pik) =
Δ−1(pi j)+Δ−1(p jk)−g/2.

Case 6: k < j < i. We have pki =
Δ
(
Δ−1(pk j)+Δ−1(p ji)−g/2

)
, which is equivalen-
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t to Δ−1(pki) = Δ−1(pk j) +Δ−1(p ji)− g/2. Using

the reciprocity property, we have g − Δ−1(pik) =
g−Δ−1(p jk)+g−Δ−1(pi j)−g/2, i.e., Δ−1(pik) =
Δ−1(pi j)+Δ−1(p jk)−g/2.

Considering the above six cases, we have (i)

holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Proof of Theorem 1

Proof.

(1) As cik(1) = Δ
(
1×Δ−1(qik)+0×Δ−1(tik)

)
=

qik, cik(0) = Δ
(
0×Δ−1(qik)+1×Δ−1(tik)

)
=

tik, i,k ∈ N, we have C(1) = Q, C(0) = T ;

(2) If i< k, then cik(α)=Δ
(
αΔ−1(l+ik )+(1−α)Δ−1(l−ik )

)
.

Since Δ−1(l−ik ) � Δ−1(l+ik ), then cik(α) �
Δ
(
αΔ−1(l−ik )+(1−α)Δ−1(l−ik )

)
= l−ik ; cik(α)�

Δ
(
αΔ−1(l+ik )+(1−α)Δ−1(l+ik )

)
= l+ik . Similar-

ly, we can prove cik(α) ∈ [l−ik , l
+
ik ] when i � k.

(3) If i < k,

Δ−1 (cik(α))+Δ−1 (cki(α)) = αΔ−1(qik)+(1−
α)Δ−1(tik) + αΔ−1(qki) + (1 − α)Δ−1(tki) =
αΔ−1(l+ik )+(1−α)Δ−1(l−ik )+αΔ−1(l−ki )+(1−
α)Δ−1(l+ki ) = α

(
Δ−1(l+ik )+Δ−1(l−ki )

)
+ (1 −

α)
(
Δ−1(l−ik )+Δ−1(l+ki )

)
= αg+(1−α)g = g.

Similarly, Δ−1 (cik(α)) + Δ−1 (cki(α)) =
g, when i � k. And cii(α) =
Δ
(
αΔ−1(qii)+(1−α)Δ−1(tii)

)
= g/2, i ∈ N.

Thus we can obtain that C(α) is a reciprocal 2-

tuple linguistic preference relation, ∀α ∈ [0,1].
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. By Eqs. (5) and (6), we have Δ−1(qik) =
Δ−1(qi j) + Δ−1(q jk)− g/2; Δ−1(tik) = Δ−1(ti j) +
Δ−1(t jk)−g/2, then

cik(α) = Δ
(
αΔ−1(qik)+(1−α)Δ−1(tik)

)

= Δ
(
α
(
Δ−1(qi j)+Δ−1(q jk)−g/2

)
+(1−α)·(

Δ−1(ti j)+Δ−1(t jk)−g/2
))

= Δ
(
αΔ−1(qi j)+(1−α)Δ−1(ti j)+αΔ−1(q jk)

+(1−α)Δ−1(t jk)−g/2
)

= Δ
(
Δ−1(ci j(α))+Δ−1(c jk(α))−g/2

)
, i, j,k ∈ N.

By the definition of additive consistent 2-tuple

linguistic preference relation, C(α) (α ∈ [0,1]) is

additive consistent, which completes the proof of

Theorem 2.
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